Inside the Psychic Mind

Inter-life
relationships
By William Becker, Paranormal Insights

T

he past- and between-life work I’ve been doing
with someone has come up with some interesting concepts. I have the person’s permission to
talk about the ideas and what we’ve come up with on the
condition of maintaining anonymity. I’ll use a masculine
gender form simply for ease. The person’s actual gender I
won’t identify for privacy’s sake.
The subject of the readings has come to identify a being
who visits him regularly and is his soul mate. The two have
been romantically involved during multiple lives. When
together in the same physical plane, they form a deep and
intertwined oneness that is rare to find and beautiful to see.
At this time, his soul mate comes to visit from another realm.
He seems to be between lives at this point in time.
When together sharing a life, my subject and his soul
mate have a love bond that permeates every aspect of
their beings. The love manifests in many ways beyond description, but includes total understanding and acceptance
of each other. There is a gentleness of existence together
that they carry over into other aspects of their lives. There
is no bitterness, jealousy, hurt, anger ... just a beautiful
pure state that is mutually supportive and freeing as it also
creates an amazing unity.
We have been looking at this connection to see if it
has influenced his romantic relationships in this life. This
person has dated quite a bit in his present incarnation, but
has had little success in finding someone with whom to
form a long-term relationship. And, he isn’t clear that the
possibility actually exists for him. He hasn’t met anyone
who he feels that deep, soul connection with. And, he
has rarely seen a relationship he’s known well that has the
dynamics and substance he wants in one.
One of the variables that may make a difference in
this case is that the subject has a guide in one area that
seems to also be that soul mate. Has that psychic connection with a soul mate guide in another realm further
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influenced his ability to settle for something that isn’t as
fulfilling as he once had? We think it might.
Just how do the past lives with the soul mate influence
the current life without one? Although we think it varies
for different people, for some at least it seems that subconsciously they aren’t willing to settle for less than they
had before. They may not have a conscious memory of
those other lives, but the soul memory seems to continue
and bring a sense of dissatisfaction for anything less.
This is not necessarily a negative. The person I’ve
been working with has a sense of relief knowing that the
reason he hasn’t found true love in this life might have
more to do with having had such perfect love in the past,
that anything less just isn’t attractive.
This knowledge has helped him to realize that the
issue is not so much him, as it is he was simply born into a
life that he doesn’t share with the love of his being.

